The New Mexico SEPA project engages rural Hispanic and American Indian middle school students in the science around us, through curricula, summer camp, field trips, career days, school gardens, nature hikes and other learning opportunities in and out of the classroom. Emphasis is placed on role models, health careers, healthy living, and natural history. Learning activities are inquiry based, culturally appropriate and educationally sound. Frequent “think tanks” ensure teacher input and guidance. Professional development is aligned with the program objectives and needs of the teachers.
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UNM SEPA develops curricula and educational activities within the theme THE SCIENCE AROUND US, which includes students' health (nutrition, exercise, and the environment which fosters those decisions), the students' natural environment of rural northwestern New Mexico, and STEAM-H careers. The UNM SEPA team develops lesson plans, consulting the expertise of UNM researchers, UNM community partners, and online resources. Then, teachers pilot test the lesson plans in their classroom and provide feedback to UNM SEPA.

UNM SEPA works closely with teachers to choose field trips based which reinforce science curricula. Previous field trips have included the University of New Mexico’s Health Science Center, the New Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science, the Explora Science Center, the Petroglyph National Monument, and Chaco Culture National Historical park.

Lastly, UNM SEPA coordinates resources from the local area as well as Albuquerque and UNM to arrange an annual Science Summer Day Camp for middle school students. Camp activities reinforce science curricula and encourage students to be active and healthy.

UNM SEPA arranges for annual career days where UNM students (graduate and undergraduate) and science professionals travel to participating middle schools to share the joys of discovery, science, and knowledge. Additionally, UNM SEPA coordinates with UNM students and science professionals to share with middle school students during the students’ field trips to Albuquerque.

Potential speakers are considered on their 1) willingness to travel to school sites, 2) friendly and accessible disposition towards young people, 3) passion for their STEAM-H field, and 4) a similar ethnic, socio-cultural, and/or economic background of the students at the school sites.

We believe that fostering these relationships will influence students’ career choices and increase their understanding and comfort with the academic environment.